Nissan Leaf
Vehicle instruction manual: in the glove compartment
Motorisation: 100% electric
Tyre pressure: see sticker on the pillar of the driver’s door

Start the car

Push the start button on the center console whilst
pushing on the brake pedal. The dashboard will
light up.
Do not forgot to deactive the handbrake before
departing.

Gear shifter
Always press the break while shifting gears.
- Push the lever to the left and to the front to reverse (R).
- Push it to the left and to the back to drive forward (D).
- Push it to the back again to go drive in regenerative
mode (B).
- Push the button on the lever to go in park mode (P).

Handbrake

The handbreak is operaited via the
pedal left of the break pedal.
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Push it to activate or deactivate it.

Airco/heating

Set air conditioning and
heating via the control
panel below the display
of the center console.
The AUTO mode can be used in
any year tide because the system
automatically switches to
a constant temperature,
airflow distribution and blower aims.
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Connection to charge
Push the button on the dashboard to the left of the steering wheel to open the
charging port. The charging port is a large panel on the front bumper, which you
can then fold up. Then open the right charging connection. The left connection is
only for special DC fast charging stations.
You close the tailgate by pushing it closed.

Connection to charge

Open the charge cover

E-pedal
Activate by pressing the button. Now you can drive
with 1 pedal.

When the accelerator pedal is released, the car will
brake automatically. When activated the car will at a
standstill only move when pushing the accelerator.

Cruise control / Speed limiter
The switches are on the steering wheel.
1. RES/+ switch (increase the set speed)
2. CANCEL
3. SET/- switch (lower the set speed)
4. Cruise control ON
5. Speed limit ON
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Push slightly on the break or push the CANCEL button to deactivate the cruise
control or speed limiter.
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Headlights/Fog lights
When the start button is ON and the headlight switch
is in the AUTO position, the headlights, the parking
lights, the dashboard lights, the rear light and the
other lighting automatically light up depending on the
brightness of the environment.
By turning the middle ring once, the front fog lamps
come on.
By turning again, the rear fog light also comes on.

Window wipers
Press the lever down to operate the windshield
wipers at different speeds.
Preferably use the AUTO position.

Park assist

There is a parking camera in this
car: when the shift lever is set to R
(Reverse), the monitor shows the
view behind the vehicle.

Spare wheel

There is no spare wheel, but there
is a repair kit for a flat tire. This is
located on the left side of the trunk
behind a plastic panel.

ECO-switch
In ECO driving mode, the engine consumes
less power.
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As a result, the driving range of the car can
be enlarged, but at cost of the performance
(acceleration, speed).
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